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Vectors (xl, x~ ,..., xn) are considered with components x, being elements 
of groups G, which may vary with i. Linear and nonlinear single-error-cor- 
recting perfect codes are constructed in this framework by generalizing algebraic 
methods of Zaremba. 
1. DEFINITIONS, NOTATION, AND KNOWN RESULTS 
Let q be a power of a prime p and let xi(i  = 1, 2,..., n) be elements of 
the Galois field GF(q). Denote by V~ the vector space of n-vectors 
(x 1 , x 2 .... , x~) over GF(q). A code is a subset C~ of V , .  If C~ is a subspace 
of V~ the code C~ is called linear. 
Let S~ = {s~}~= 0 be the set of vectors in V~ having at most one nonzero 
component; s o = 0 the vector zero. If for every c, c'E C~ and s, s '~  S~ 
c + s = c' + s' implies c = c' and s = s', then the code C~ is said to be 
single-error-correcting. If moreover, for every v ~ V~ there exist c E C~ and 
s ~ S, so that v = c + s, C~ is called perfect. 
Linear and nonlinear single-error-correcting perfect codes are known, 
of. Berlekamp (1968) for every n satisfying for some m 
q~ - -  1 . 
n = - -  (o )  
q- -1  " 
Condition (0) is also necessary. 
2. MIXED CODES 
The above mentioned codes are defined as subsets of vector spaces, although 
their properties and constructions involve only the group property of V n . 
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Denoting by G(q) the additive group of GF(q), the group Vn is the carthesian 
product of n groups G(q): 
v , ,  = a(q) x a(q) x . . .  x G(q). (I) 
Let ~i, (i = l, 2,..., n) be natural integers and let Gx, (i = 1, 2,..., n) be 
abelian groups of order q~,. This restriction on ] G i ] is justified by the fact 
that for more general I Gi 1 's the methods of this paper do not work. 
We will consider, generalizing (1), elements of the group 
W~ = G1x  G~ × "." x G ~. 
In other words we will consider vectors (Xl, x 2 ,..., Xn) with components 
taken from the groups G i which may vary with i. Then a code C~ is a subset 
of W~ and S~ is the set of vectors in W n having at most one nonzero com- 
ponent. The properties of C~ being simple-error-correcting a d perfect are 
defined precisely as in the former section. C~ is called linear if it is a subgroup 
of W~ and it is called mixed if the a's are not all equal. We will denote for 
briefness uch single-error-correcting perfect mixed codes by M~-codes. 
The existence of Mn-codes has been shown by one of us (Schonheim, 1969) 
by an example. The facts behind this example will be illuminated here. 
The main purpose of this paper is to generalize (0) for mixed codes and 
to construct linear and nonlinear, perfect, single-error-correcting mixed codes. 
3. A NECESSARY CONDITION 
LE~MA 1. I f  an Mn-code exists fo r  some o~ , ~ ,..., a n and q, then fo r  some m 
n = 1 -qm+ ~q~, .  (2) 
Proof  of  Lemma 1. If  an M~-code xists, then the number of vectors in Sn 
must divide the total number of vectors in W. , hence 1 ~ ~=1 (q"~ --  1) 
divides qZL1 ~* and therefore is a power of p. An easy divisibility argument 
shows that it is even a power of q. Denote it by qm. 
Lemma 1 generalizes the necessity of (0), but (2) is in general not su~cient. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF LINEAR AND NONLINEAR J]//n-CODES 
This section generalizes ideas of Zaremba (1952) which led to the construc- 
tion in Case (1). 
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THEOREM 1. I f  an abelian group G is the union of n of its subgroups, which 
have pairwise only the zero element in common, i.e. 
G = GI u G2 U "" w G ~ 
c~ c~ G, = ~ (i ~ j )  
(3) 
then there exists a subgroup M of 
W: -G I  × Gz × ... × G~, (4) 
which is a linear Ms-code. 
Remark 1. The groups Gi in (4) are defined up to isomorphism. 
Proof. The mapping 
W~w=(x l ,x2 , . . . , x~) - -+x  l+x2+' ' '+x~ ~g~G 
is clearly a homomorphism. Its kernel d is the required M~-code. Indeed 
if w --~ g then there exists a unique s ~ S~ such that s --+ g, hence w - -  s ~ Y .  
Denote w - -  s by k. This  gives for every w ~ W 
w =k+s,  h~f ' ,  seS~. (4) 
Moreover, the representation (4) is unique. Indeed w ~- k + s = k 1 + s 1 
would imply k - -  k 1 = s - -  s 1 ~ J f ,  therefore s - -  s 1 -+ o and as a consequence 
s = sl imply ing k ~ k s . Th is  shows that • is an M~-code, and being the 
kernel of a homomorphism it is linear. 
Theorem 1 seems to play an important role in the construction of perfect 
single-error-correcting codes. 
Groups satisfying (3) are said to have a partition. 
In  particular it is known that if n satisfies (0) then the group G~(q) = 
G(q) × "" × G(q) has a partit ion (3) with Gi ~'~ G(q), i = 1, 2,..., n, and 
this leads according to Theorem 1 to the known codes in case (1). 
We established (Herzog and Schonheim, 1970) other less trivial partit ions 
of G~(q) for n and m satisfying (2) and some additional conditions. Every 
such partit ion leads according to Theorem 1 to linear Mn-codes. 
Let us summarize these results in the following: 
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THEOREM 2. Let ~i(i = 1, 2,..., n) be natural integers, tz = l{~i I ~i > 1}l 
and max/~ = cc I f  condition (2) and one of the following two conditions hold 
(i) m > ~ ~,  
z=l  
(ii) m >~ ha; qk~_ l /q~_  1 >/ tz, 
then lhe group G~(q) has the partition, 
a~(q)  = G~ w G2 w ... w C~ , 
with 
Gi ~--- G(q=~), i :-  1, 2,..., n. 
We gave here this algebraic theorem without a proof. The proof is given 
in detail in Herzog and Schonheim (1970). 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the group Ga(2). Let % = 2, ~, = % = % = % = 1 
m = 3, n = 5. These values satisfy (2) and (i) and therefore Ga(2) has by 
Theorem 2 a partition G1 to G2 w G a to G4 to G5 with G 1 ~ G(22), 
G~G a~G 4-_~G~G(2) .  Indeed, take G 1 ={000,  100,010, 110} 
Ga = {00, 101}, G a = {000, 011}, G~ ----- {000, 111}, G5 = {000, 001}. Denote 
the elements of G(4) by 0, 1, ~,/3. Let W 5 be G(4) × G(2) × G(2) × G(2) × G(2); 
then the kernel of the homomorphism of Theorem 1 is 
and this is an 21/Is-code. 
(o, o, o, o, o ) (1 ,o ,  1, 1, o) 
(,e, 1,1, o,o) (%o, 1 ,¢0  
(~, 1, O, 1, O) (j3, O, O, 1, 1) 
(1, ~, o,o, 1) (o, 1, 1, l, 1), 
A linear Mn-code may be constructed in the same way, as in Example 1, 
for any group satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 2. 
In order to construct also nonlinear M~-codes we will prove an extension 
of Theorem 1, namely: 
THEOREM 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 and if moreover 
Hi(i = 1, 2,.., n) are groups satisfying 
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then there exists an Mn-code, M*, subset of 
W*  = HI  × H2 × ... × H ~. 
In particular, if Hi(i  - -  1, 2 ..... n) is the cyclic group of order q~ and not all 
the 0~ -- s are equal or if they are equal but q ~6 p, the code Ms is nonlinear. 
Proof. Consider the M~-code existing by Theorem 1. Let (5) Hi +-+ Gi 
be any 1-1 correspondence, the zeros corresponding to each other. Then it is 
easy to see that the set of vectors corresponding to M~ by (5) is an M~-code. 
For the second part observe that if H, is the cyclic code as assumed then M* 
cannot be a subgroup of W*. The proof of this assertion is precisely the same 
as the proof in case (1) shown in Zaremba (1952). The same argument also 
works more generally if one of the H~ -- s is not isomorphic to G(q~O. (See 
also Herzog and Schonheim, 1970). 
EXAMPLE 2. By Theorem 3 the code of Example 1 leads to the code M* 
subset of C A × C 2 × C2 × C 2 × C2, where C i denotes a cyclic group of 
order i. 
(0, 0, 0, 0, 
(3 ,1 ,1 ,0 ,  
(2 ,1,0,1,  
(1, 1, 0, 0, 
This code is not linear. 
So far we have not been able to 
codes for e > 1. 
0) (1, 0, 1, 1, 0) 
0) (2,0, 1,0, 1) 
0) (3 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,1 )  
1) (0, 1, 1, 1, 1) 
construct perfect e-error correcting mixed 
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